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   A strange case indeed. An elf and robot? Impossible!

     A private eye battles an unhinged business empire where murder
is popping up like daffodils.
     It all began when a security guard, on the graveyard shift, took
an elevator down into the cavernous chambers below a massive
theme park complex.
     "What's going on down here?" the guard called out when he saw
someone lurking in the shadows.
     The next morning, reporters and TV news crews converged on
the rural NY town, after the guard's dead body had been found
under a 30-foot Christmas tree in the resort's Santa's Village
shopping area.
     The press conference went live across the country on the 24/7
news networks. The private eye took a seat with the reporters. He
looked around at the TV cameras and shook his head.
     These media people were saying it was all an accident. But the
detective could see that it was murder. And whoever the crazy
maniac was, they were still at large. Could the private eye stop them
before anyone else was killed?

    In a post-truth world, up is down, and down is up.

A small child stumbled over the body:

 [Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.]
     “There he is,” the little 4-year-old girl pointed. Across the atrium, the theme park’s Santa Claus was



sitting down on a big golden throne, surrounded by eight “helpers.” Some were elves, dressed mostly in
green, and others were just Santa’s regular North Pole assistants, dressed in red velvet outfits with white
furry fringes. Soft Christmas melodies were wafting through the air.
     The little girl broke away from her mother’s hand, and dashed towards the Santa outpost. But as she
veered around the Christmas tree, a beautifully decorated 30-foot high pine tree, she tripped over something
sticking out from under its branches.
     “Stop running!” the mother shouted.
     The little girl picked herself up, dusted herself off, and replied, “I’m okay, mommy.”
     She turned around to see what she had tripped over.
     And screamed.
     It was a high-pitched blood curdling shriek that rang out through the building, echoing through the rafters,
like someone falling over a cliff. Loud enough so that everyone within a hundred yards spun around to see
what was happening.
     The little girl was standing next to the dead body of Frank Bollerd, the night security guard.

     Not your average murder mystery. A heart pounding story.

PAPERBACK EDITION ON SALE NOW. FAST AMAZON PRIME DELIVERY IN
THE U.S.

     [From the author of "Hollywood Intern,"  a comedy about the battle of the sexes between a young woman
who wants to make it big in Hollywood, versus a screenwriter who's "been there, done that."]
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From reader reviews:

Betty Epperson:

Book will be written, printed, or created for everything. You can learn everything you want by a publication.
Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important issue to bring us around the world.
Alongside that you can your reading ability was fluently. A e-book Murder by Elf and Robot will make you
to possibly be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of
you think that open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they might be
thought like that? Have you looking for best book or ideal book with you?

Maria Ives:

The publication with title Murder by Elf and Robot has lot of information that you can discover it. You can
get a lot of advantage after read this book. This particular book exist new know-how the information that
exist in this reserve represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to understand
how the improvement of the world. That book will bring you within new era of the syndication. You can
read the e-book on the smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Barbie Brookins:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specially book entitled
Murder by Elf and Robot your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe unknown for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a
reserve then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get ahead of. The Murder
by Elf and Robot giving you another experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you
useful info for your better life on this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern this is your body and
mind are going to be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try
this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Suzanne Ferris:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make you to
definitely understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, magazine, book,
and soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended to you personally is Murder by Elf and Robot this reserve consist a lot of the information on
the condition of this world now. This kind of book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The
words styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some
investigation when he makes this book. Here is why this book appropriate all of you.
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